The following is a growing list of frequently asked questions from members of the
ArrowCreek Homeowners Association concerning the “Club at ArrowCreek”, the
potential purchase of the 544.6 acres, and the Club at ArrowCreek potential Joint
Venture. Click here to see a map of ArrowCreek.
We may not have answers to all questions at the time we receive them. Regardless, the
questions will be posted on this FAQ and a note to that effect. Once we have accurate
information with which to answer any unanswered question, it will be immediately
posted with the question.
Please note that the ACHOA Advisory Committee called ArrowCreek Golf Club
Committee changed names in August 2014 and became the ArrowCreek Community
Club Committee (ACCC). There may be confusion in several referenced source
documents but the committee is the same. The name changed as did the charter during
the year. The FAQ’s will reflect ACCC activity.
The frequently asked questions have been organized by category and sub-category. To
navigate to questions that pertain to the category of your choice merely click the
respective button. There is a link at the bottom of each page that will bring you back to
this page. To go back to a previous page(s) press Ctrl + Left Arrow on your keyboard.

ACHOA
The Board &
The Process

Pro’s & Cons

FOA / Club at ArrowCreek

BOARD OF DIRECTORS & THE PROCESS
1.

Rich Kenny said that we don’t have enough information to know what the
dollar amounts are. How do we know that an increase of $99 is even
enough?

2.

Why should the AC Residents (golfers & non-golfers), assume the risk of a
small investment group who will profit from this transaction, at the cost of
increasing all homeowner dues?

3.

I would be interested in knowing how the 2.5 million dollar figure came to be.
How much did the FOA pay for the Club at bankruptcy proceeding?. Is the
$2.5 million their cost or are they trying to re-coop their original membership
fees as a part of this process, by selling to the HOA at a profit over what they
paid for the club?

4.

Now that the golf club has been bought and the brown and green options are
no longer in question, has the board explored other alternatives regarding
the golf club property and operations that can be brought to the
homeowners for consideration besides this one plan that Rich Kenny
presented?

5.

Has the ACHOA board discussed tiered dues for homeowners based on
usage and / or proximity of lot location to the golf course?

6.

Has the ACHOA board discussed turning the courses into trails for walking,
snow-shoeing, x-country skiing, etc.?

7.

Has the board discussed any alternatives other than a Joint Venture?

8.

What was the legal basis for members of the HOA board and Community
Club Committee meeting with realtors on 11/19/14 about this transaction?

9.

Prior to the HOA board taking any of this current initiative into consideration
and taking any action whatsoever, was a written legal opinion received from
HOA legal counsel? Please make public that opinion letter/brief and the
amount of associated legal fees?
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10. Why did the HOA vote to go into business with the FOA without knowing
who they were doing business with?
11. Isn’t knowing everything you can about who you may be doing business with
a basic business principle? Shouldn’t that be part of the due diligence the
members should expect from the board?
12. At which board meetings were the various decisions made to support the
FOA in its bid for the club during the bankruptcy? Please identify the
meeting minutes that recap the details of these meetings?
13. When was the initial agreement between the HOA and the FOA that dictates
the HOA will make the FOA whole for all costs and fees paid since the bid
was awarded to them following the bankruptcy court decision plus 12%
interest? Who negotiated this agreement? During which board meeting was
this agreement approved? Which board members voted for and against?
Where can we see the minutes of those meetings?
14. Somebody told me that there is a member of the FOA on Rich Kenny’s
committee. Does Mr. Kenny’s committee make recommendations to the
board about issues between the board and the FOA? If so, isn’t it a conflict
of interests having FOA people on the committee making recommendations
to the board on business that will be conducted between the board and
themselves?
15. Did the HOA Board approve the list of ACCC members that included FOA
members and on what date was that approval? In this vote, which board
members voted for and against approval?
16. How much has been spent by the board between January and Sept. 24, 2014
for this project? From which 2014 budget category were these funds taken?
During which board meeting was the decision to use these funds approved?
17. How much additional funding in the 2015 budget is being projected for all
costs associated with this initiative? Please specify the budget lines effected
and the amount differences?
18. What are the changes to the CCRs that have to be made in order for the HOA
to be allowed to do what the board is recommending? Don’t the Articles of
Incorporation have to be changed as well? If not, why not?
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19. Does changing the CCRs have anything to do with the Club being able to sell
memberships outside of the ArrowCreek Community?
20. In the CC&Rs, Declaration article XII section 4 which states...."this
Declaration may be amended by an instrument signed by at least a majority
of the owners with voting power. “Does that actually mean people have to
sign the amendment? If so that certainly offends the secret ballot process.
Or does it mean that the Amendment can be signed by a person who
represents that a majority has voted for the amendment?
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1.

Rich Kenny said that we don’t have enough information to know what the
dollar amounts are. How do we know that an increase of $99 is even
enough?
This is a very important and good question. The ACHOA Board has just signed the
“Letter of Intent” with the Friends of ArrowCreek, LLC and is in negotiations on
getting the final version of the “Letter of Intent” with Arnold Palmer Golf
Management. These letters of intent will allow the complete and thorough due
diligence required and requested by the ACHOA Members.
A deliberate full evaluation is planned and the $99 number will be completely
analyzed. This analysis will include the worst case scenario. The ACHOA Board
and the ACCC has a fiduciary duty to be detailed in its analysis. Therefore, this
process will be slower than we all in the community desire. The ACHOA Board and
the ArrowCreek Community Club Committee (ACCC) will be deliberate and
authoritative in the evaluation process.
The proposed purchase by the ACHOA of 544.6 acres with a developed golf
course and clubhouse at the bankruptcy price plus improvements and interest
appears at face value to be a good investment. The ACHOA Board and the ACCC
believe that if the golf course cannot become profitable and the ACHOA does not
wish to subsidize its operation of all 36 holes, the ACHOA Board and members
should be the ones to decide other uses for the property.
This question will remain on this FAQ indefinitely and the answer will be updated
as the work of the ACCC proceeds.

2.

Why should the AC Residents (golfers & non-golfers), assume the risk of a
small investment group who will profit from this transaction, at the cost of
increasing all homeowner dues?
This question is best answered in the letter from the Friends of ArrowCreek (FOA)
that was made available to the ArrowCreek community at the Dec. 9, 2014 Annual
Meeting of the ACHOA. Please click here to see this letter.
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3.

I would be interested in knowing how the 2.5 million dollar figure
came to be. How much did the FOA pay for the Club at bankruptcy
proceeding? Is the $2.5 million their cost or are they trying to re-coop their
original membership fees as a part of this process, by selling to the HOA at a
profit over what they paid for the club?
The ACHOA Letter of Intent to Purchase “The Club At ArrowCreek” states the
following “The intended purchase price is the total of all acquisition costs incurred
by Seller in originally purchasing the Subject Property for, plus any losses
/expense incurred by Seller as of the date of the Parties’ execution of the Purchase
Agreement (inclusive of major maintenance and equipment expense), plus twelve
(12%) interest per annum. The final purchase price will be determined and agreed
upon by the parties.” The Letter of Intent is now allowing the ACHOA to examine
all of the components that will make up the Purchase Price.
The Purchase Price does not include any reimbursement of any original
membership fees. All membership fees were discharged by the Bankruptcy Court
and are not part of the Purchase Price. At this time, the negotiated Purchase Price
has not been determined. It should be noted that our estimated loan amount of
$2.5 million includes approximately $900 thousand that will still be owed to the
County for delinquent water payments as incurred by the former owners. This
amount will be paid over to the County, not to the current owners of the Club at
ArrowCreek.
The $2.5 million loan amount at this time is speculative and being used as a talking
point with lending institutions. There are many variables in determining the loan
terms including the following:







Actual Purchase Price Range
Period of repayment 15 to 30 years
Interest Rate 4.5% to 5.5%
Adjustment periods if any
Loan fees
Review and approval of required loan application documents which include
ACHOA Audit Statements, ACHOA Collection Policy, ACHOA Delinquency
Reports, Pro-forma Budget for next five years, 2015 ACHOA Approved
Budget, and Changes to CC&R’s.
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As additional Loan information and Actual Purchase Price information is developed
by the ACCC, it will be released to the ACHOA membership. Thank your for your
consideration.
4.

Now that the golf club has been bought and the brown and green options are
no longer in question, has the board explored other alternatives regarding
the golf club property and operations that can be brought to the
homeowners for consideration besides this one plan that Rich Kenny
presented?
Many options and manifestations of those options have been considered.
When Aspen Sierra filed bankruptcy, the ACHOA Board tasked the ArrowCreek
Community Club Committee (ACCC) to evaluate the impact of the bankruptcy on
home values within the ACHOA community. It was determined that an operational
golf club has a positive impact on homeowner values. It would be to the advantage
of the ACHOA members to support a financially solvent entity to run the golf club
and maintain property values. The ACHOA Board tasked the ACCC to evaluate
key issues in the bankruptcy and consider:


Protecting the interests of all homeowners, particularly property values.



Improving the working relationship between the HOA and the Golf Club to our
mutual benefit.



Finding synergies between HOA and Golf Club which foster a greater sense of
Community within ArrowCreek and which lead to the Golf Club becoming a
Community Club.

The ACHOA Board subsequently tasked the ACCC to evaluate and provide
recommendations concerning 1) should the ACHOA purchase and own the 544.6
acres of land within the ACHOA community and 2) what should the ACHOA do
with the asset if purchased.
The ACCC evaluated the pros and cons concerning the procurement of the 544.6
acres of land. The status quo of not purchasing was first evaluated:


The ACCC evaluated the option of doing nothing and let the bankruptcy court
determine the new operator. The ACHOA would stand by to see if a viable
operation would continue. This option meant that the private property rights of
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the golf course owner would need to be honored which included - no ACHOA
member access to the cart paths for walking, no access for ACHOA dogs
running on the courses, no access to the club dining facilities, no access for fire
fuels mitigation to make the community safer, no access for cross country
skiing on the courses if snow allowed, no access to potential mountain bike
paths, no access to golf club member activities and parties, no access to golf
member children programs, and no access to related off premises social
activities for golf members. Since the ACHOA would not own the property there
would be no loan costs and reserve fund costs impacting operating monthly
assessment to ACHOA members and no Reserve Fund monthly assessment
increase to ACHOA members.


The ACCC also evaluated and speculated that if the current operator, Aspen
Sierra, was allowed to continue based on the bankruptcy court decision, the
ACHOA would be re-visiting this scenario again within the next twenty four (24)
to thirty six (36) months. The proposed plan and funding was inadequate to
maintain an ongoing operation in the mind of many ACCC members and
outside advisors.



The ACHOA would need to develop its own Social Recreation Programs
separate and distinct from the golf club and this would include the related
employee costs for Social Recreation Employee and increased costs for the
operation of the Residents Center. These costs during the tenure of the
property developer (Terrabrook/Southwest Point Associates) were
approximately $75,000 per year. The addition of life guards and swimming
instructors for the pool area is not known at this time. All of these personnel
costs are not in the current 2015 approved operating budget for the ACHOA
Resident Center. [See ACHOA Website for past audited and unaudited
financials and 2015 approved and ratified budget to validate current costs.]



In addition any modifications to the exercise facility, swimming pool and tennis
courts to accommodate ACHOA member requirements would require special
assessments or increased monthly operating fund assessments to fund the
Capital Projects Fund. Additionally, any new capital assets added to the
ACHOA properties will be added to the Reserve Fund as per NRS and the
monthly Reserve Fund Assessment will be increased.



The previous Club Corps proposal for remodel work for the residents’ center for
the exercise facility and canteen area six years ago was revisited and it
indicated a capital cost of $250,000 which has increased over the years for
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these changes. The previous study did not evaluate the cost for providing year
round covers for the tennis court areas and the swimming pool area. This cost
is unknown at this time.
The ACCC evaluated the pros and cons concerning the procurement of the 544.6
acres of land. The following was considered by the ACCC simultaneously with the
status quo analysis and this was presented in the August 26, 2014 ACHOA Board
Presentation titles “Recommendations for Dealing with the Aspen Sierra
Bankruptcy”. [Posted on the ACHOA Website]


January 2014 – Washoe County notices intent to foreclose on Aspen Sierra for
back taxes and water bills in excess of $1.1 million. Aspen Sierra files for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy.



February 2014 – ACCC Committee begins meeting on possible response and
has initial meetings with Arnold Palmer Golf (APG). Unsecured Creditors
Committee (UCC) is formed.



April 2014 – ACCC Committee and APG begin serious discussions about
partnership structure, financial projections.



May 2014 – Aspen Sierra files reorganization plan indicating that the current
owner would like to continue in partnership with a new financing group.



On June 11th and 19th, the ACCC and the ACHOA Board of Directors
respectively passed resolutions that unanimously accepted the ACCC
recommendations from this preliminary study. The resolutions required that the
ACHOA Board and the ACCC should bring forward to the ACHOA community
for a vote that 1) the ACHOA should control the land and therefore purchase
the 544.6 acres of land to control its use forever, and 2) that the ACHOA should
implement the Community Club Operational Plan.



During the Board meeting, it was quickly determined that without an affirmative
vote by 544 ACHOA members of the community to purchase the property that
the ACHOA could not purchase the 544.6 acres out of the Bankruptcy Court.
Other options needed to be considered.



The potential benefits of ownership were reviewed by the ACCC and they
included - ACHOA member access to the cart paths for walking, access for
ACHOA dogs running on the courses, access to the club dining facilities,
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access for fire fuels mitigation to make the community safer, access for cross
country skiing on the courses if it snows, access to potential mountain bike
paths, access to community club member social activities and parties, access
to golf member children programs, and access to related off premises social
activities. The benefits included for operational purposes the potential access to
superior community club management services operated by Arnold Palmer Golf
Management as a partner and those services included: social and golf member
acquisition and retention, revenue generation, social, recreational and golf
event programming, yield management, expense control, agronomy, food and
beverage management including the residents center, public play through
tournament sales, enhanced clubhouse operations and access, capital
improvements to both the course and the residents center, community club
accounting services, and community club technology systems to enhance the
community experience.


The potential business deal risks were evaluated as well by the ACCC. The
cost of purchase and the additional cost of the assets being subject to the NRS
Reserve Fund rules have a direct impact on the monthly assessments of the
ACHOA membership. The operating loss risks and associated capital calls
would need to be closely monitored. The operating structure for any operation
of the assets if they generate revenue for the ACHOA and its tax implications.
The governing documents of the ACHOA would require modification.



The ACCC identified three potential alternatives for further analysis which are in
the August 26, 2014 Report to the Board.
– “Let it go brown”, meaning let the property revert to its natural, high desert
state.
– “Keep it green”, meaning maintain the property as a park for use by the
residents.
– “Operate as golf course”, meaning to find an appropriate arrangement so
the Club would continue to operate on a stable, viable basis.
– Another alternative has been subsequently identified and evaluated, which
involves the hiring of an independent golf club management company by the
ACHOA to run the property but all associated operating risks remain with
the ACHOA as the owner.
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– The Friends of ArrowCreek (FOA) could retain ownership and operate “The
Club at ArrowCreek” after the Letter of Intent requirements have not been
complied with by the ACHOA membership, i.e. with a vote against the
proposals by the membership. The length of ownership and potential resale
then all fall within the business decisions of the FOA.
The ACHOA Board is always open for alternatives. If the community members
have viable financially sound alternatives, the ACHOA Board would love to review
the proposals. At this time the ACHOA believes the purchase and operation option
as the best option at this time to defray ACHOA costs and protect ACHOA property
values.
5.

Has the ACHOA board discussed tiered dues for homeowners based on
usage and / or proximity of lot location to the golf course?
In the ensuing weeks of negotiation with Arnold Palmer Golf all financial impacts
and potential solutions will be discussed and considered by the ACHOA Board to
ensure the best possible outcome for all ArrowCreek home and property owners. A
legal opinion is being pursued by the ACHOA Board to determine if a tiered
monthly assessment scheme is allowed under the NRS.

6.

Has the ACHOA board discussed turning the courses into trails for walking,
snow-shoeing, x-country skiing, etc.?
This has been considered under the initial ACCC identified potential alternatives
which are in the August 26, 2014 Report to the Board – 1) “Let it go brown”,
meaning let the property revert to its natural, high desert state; 2) “Keep it green”,
meaning maintain the property as a park for use by the residents; and 3) “Operate
as golf course”, meaning to find an appropriate arrangement so the Club would
continue to operate on a stable, viable basis.
Access to the course before and after golfing hours for walking, snow-shoeing,
cross country, walking dogs, picnics on certain areas, sledding in certain areas,
etc. are being negotiated as benefits for ACHOA members within the Community
Club structure. This is still pending and will be further updated in the near future.

7.

Has the board discussed any alternatives other than a Joint Venture?
If the community votes for the purchase of the 544.6 acres and the plan to operate
the community club, several management structures have been examined.
Committee members contacted seven (7) different golf management companies to
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establish their interest in acquiring and managing the Golf Club and to determine
alternative operational structures. The current trend of reduced golf play was not in
the ACHOA’s favor. No company was interested in acquiring a club with a history
of losing money therefore leaving the ACHOA to examine two (2) main operational
structures. Both of these structures continue to be evaluated by the ACCC
The hiring of an independent golf management company to operate the golf course
without any profit or loss sharing has been examined. All business deal risks
remain with the ACHOA and the management company only gets a fee. There
may be some incentives to the management company to increase revenues and/or
memberships. The structure of providing social and recreation services to the
community is usually an extra fee and the need to include the Residents Center in
the structure may or may not occur. All associated operating expenses of the
ACHOA, Reserve Fund Expenses including Golf, and associated operating losses
of the golf operation fall upon the shoulders of the ACHOA members.
The joint venture structure with Arnold Palmer Golf Management presented many
alternatives that the ACCC considered.


APG Executives were previously involved in Club Corp negotiations for
ArrowCreek Country Club and are extremely familiar with property and they
believe that this structure can be successful based upon other Golf
Communities in which they turned around their Club operations



Broad-based and experienced golf management company; owns 55 courses
and manages an additional 20 courses. In the process of taking over American
Golf, which operates approximately 100 courses. [See APG presentation on
ACHOA website from Annual Meeting presentation]



Currently the ACCC is in negotiations with APG concerning the structure and
services that will be provided to the ACHOA community.



The HOA would acquire the Golf Club if approved by the ACHOA members



The HOA and Arnold Palmer Golf (APG) would form a joint venture to operate
the golf course and the Residents’ Center as a Community Club.



HOA provides the asset and APG provides all management services
(purchasing, accounting, HR, sales, agronomy, etc.)
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8.



While golf would continue to be a core offer, there would be a shift in focus
towards community involvement and family activities



All ArrowCreek residents as social members of the Club



Monthly community events



Professional management and programming of the Club and the Residents’
Center



Residents Center and Club House as a hub for community activities



Club House upgrades to bring the quality of the operation to an acceptable
level



Resident Center upgrades to bring the quality of the operation to an acceptable
level

What was the legal basis for members of the HOA board and Community
Club Committee meeting with realtors on 11/19/14 about this transaction?
The ACHOA Board of Directors have a fiduciary duty which is a duty of utmost
good faith, trust and confidence and candor owed to the ACHOA members to
protect their property values within the community. This is the common law legal
basis for the presentation that occurred on November 19, 2014.
The ACHOA Board of Directors have a duty to disclose material facts “duty of
candor” that impact the ability of realtors to sell homes within ACHOA. The ACHOA
Board received numerous inquiries and concerns by numerous realtors who were
attempting to sell or were selling properties within the ACHOA. This meeting was
designed to provide all known material facts to the realtors to avoid potential
boycotts and any denigrating of the ACHOA community because of the pending
vote.


The realtors wanted to gather information about the bankruptcy events,
subsequent purchase by FOA and the intentions of the ACHOA community
concerning “The Club At ArrowCreek”.



The realtors wanted to understand that the community would vote on the
purchase of the 544.6 acres within the community, the operational aspect of the
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course and the potential impact of the ACHOA monthly assessments including
reserve fund assessments.
The same presentations that have been made to the ACHOA community at past
ACHOA Board Meetings were provided to the attending realtors.
9.

Prior to the HOA board taking any of this current initiative into consideration
and taking any action whatsoever, was a written legal opinion received from
HOA legal counsel? Please make public that opinion letter/brief and the
amount of associated legal fees?
The Board received legal advice and opinions concerning the Aspen Sierra
bankruptcy and whether the ACHOA was a secured or unsecured creditor in early
February 2014. This was part of the ACHOA Board’s fiduciary duties to the
community. This legal advice was provided through the entire bankruptcy
proceeding which ended in late September 2014. The legal opinions and advice
provided were declared privileged communications between ACHOA Board
Counsel and with the ACHOA Board of Directors by Maddox, Segerblom and
Canepa, L.L.P. The opinions at this time cannot be released without permission
from legal counsel.
Legal opinions and advice concerning the ability of the ACHOA to purchase the
544.6 acres from the Bankruptcy Court started in late March. This included a
review of the ACHOA’s Governing Documents and the NRS requirements
concerning the purchase of an asset. These opinions and advice clarified the
subsequent voting requirements by the ACHOA membership and potential
changes to the ACHOA governing documents. The legal opinions and advice
provided were declared privileged communications between ACHOA Board
Counsel and with the ACHOA Board of Directors by Maddox, Segerblom and
Canepa, L.L.P. The opinions at this time cannot be released without permission
from legal counsel.
Legal opinions and advice concerning the Arnold Palmer Golf Management
Confidentiality and Nondisclosure Agreement with the ACHOA occurred. The
agreement allowed for the sharing of “Evaluation Material” concerning the
operations of APG and the operations of the ACHOA. This was for the preliminary
evaluation of many operating structures and ownership of the 544.6 acres making
up the golf course. The Confidentiality and Nondisclosure Agreement was
subsequently signed by the ACHOA President with ACHOA Board of Director
approval. The legal opinions and advice provided were declared privileged
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communications between ACHOA Board Counsel and with the ACHOA Board of
Directors by Maddox, Segerblom and Cenepa, L.L.P. The opinions at this time
cannot be released without permission from legal counsel. However, a copy of the
agreement is available at on the ACHOA Website hosted by Associa.
[http://arrowcreek-hoa.com]
Ongoing legal opinions and advice concerning organizational structure, governing
document changes, tax related issues, letters of intent, and lease agreements
continue. The subsequent purchase agreements, lease agreements, governing
document changes, loan agreements, etc. will be made available when finalized for
review by the ACHOA members.
As of October 31, 2014, the ACHOA Board has spent $29,047.59 for all of the
above services and other related Board required legal services (under Budget Line
Code 7020 Legal Services). ACHOA website URL is as follows http://arrowcreekhoa.com. All current and past financial statement are available on the ACHOA
website for your review. The 12-31-2014 Audited financials that will be published in
late February 2015 will true up any of these expenses.
10. Why did the HOA vote to go into business with the FOA without knowing who
they were doing business with?
The FOA did not exist until mid-2014. Many concerned Golf Club and ACHOA
Board members were trying to determine the status of the Aspen Sierra
Bankruptcy and its impact on the community. The ACHOA Board of Directors held
an emergency meeting on February 3, 2014 to discuss the Aspen Sierra
bankruptcy. The Board decided to task the Advisory ArrowCreek Country Club
Committee (ACCC) to investigate the bankruptcy. The Board also appointed the
original members to the committee.
At the February 25, 2014 Board meeting the ACCC provided the following update.
“The Golf Club (Aspen Sierra Leasing) filed a Chapter 11 bankruptcy. The
ArrowCreek HOA applied for a position to be an unsecured creditor and to be on
the Creditors’ Committee. The financial management of the golf club is murky. The
primary objective of the ACCC is to protect the HOA, keeping in mind: 1) Property
values; 2) interests of use of the golf course land; 3) continued use of green space
as a fire buffer; 4) recreational use, if not maintained as a golf course; and 5)
property use other than as a golf course. The Committee is working to identify
alternatives and associated costs. All filed documents may be seen on the Federal
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Court website with an ID is obtained from Pacer.com. The FOA did not exist at this
time.
During the April 15, 2014 Board meeting Rich Kenny reported the following. “The
Committee is looking at various scenarios should the golf course close or be
purchased by a third party. Rich Kenny has been appointed to the Unsecured
Creditors’ Committee. There have been discussions with golf management
companies regarding how to run the golf course effectively and with other HOAs in
similar circumstances.
The ACCC continued to examine alternatives and the impact on property values.
The ACCC determined that a vote of the ACHOA membership is required to
participate in purchasing the asset from bankruptcy.
Independent of this, in March of 2014, a group of Golf Club members which would
become Friends Of ArrowCreek (FOA) started to consider acquiring the golf
course. The ACCC and ACHOA Board never met with the FOA but learned of its
existence and that it was involved in the Aspen Sierra Bankruptcy process as golf
club members when the re-organization plan was filed in May 2014. The FOA
accessed its own legal counsel to review the potential purchase. The ACCC
informed the FOA that ACHOA members must vote and approve any purchase of
the golf course by ACHOA. Therefore, the ACHOA would not bid on the golf
course in the bankruptcy proceeding.
In June 2014 the ACHOA Executive Board met to consider the Bankruptcy and
decided to continue negotiations with APG, to support FOA efforts to gain control
of the golf course, and to have its legal counsel file a motion with the Bankruptcy
Court in support of the FOA.
Following the June 24 ACHOA Board meeting, the Friends Of ArrowCreek, L.L.C.
was formed and its members sought fellow investors. There was no signed
agreement or vote of the ACHOA Board to go into business with the FOA during
the June 2014 Executive or Board meetings. The FOA membership subsequently
involved 36 ACHOA resident investors who raised in excess of $2,100,000.
The ACCC committee began a due diligence process regarding the FOA. It was
informed of the FOA’s attempts to raise capital and the required non-disclosure
agreements. The ACCC learned that community meetings of potential investors
would occur and that the FOA was developing a business plan for golf course
operation. It was learned that APG would sign on as the Golf Course Management
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Company and that the business plan and pro-forma were required for filing a
competing bid.
The FOA and ACCC shared information to assist in the analysis of a future
business deal. It was unknown at this time whether the FOA would succeed in their
bid to purchase the course.
At its July 22, meeting, ACHOA Executive Board discussed numerous issues with
ACCC members and its legal counsel including the FOA bid for the golf course,
joint venture entity structure, amendments to the HOA CC&Rs, vote of
membership and definition of common elements, a golf course reserve study, HOA
tax status, and Arnold Palmer Golf participation in a joint venture with the FOA.
The minutes from this meeting were declared privileged by counsel.
During the summer, FOA continued to pursue purchasing the golf course separate
from the ACHOA Board and the ACCC. The FOA filed a reorganization plan with
the Bankruptcy court which was reviewed by the ACCC. Up to August 26, 2014,
there was no contract or vote by the ACHOA Board to go into business with the
FOA other than to consider filing a court brief to support the FOA bid.
At the August 26 Board Meeting, the ACCC presented its recommendations. All
were told that a non-disclosure agreement with Arnold Palmer Golf was in place.
ACHOA residents were advised not to discuss details of the presentation outside
the community. The full presentation was posted on the ACHOA website.
Pursuant to the August 26 presentation, the ACHOA Board passed the following:
Change the committee name to ArrowCreek Community Club Committee and
adopt the revised charter for the ACCC Committee. Motion carried unanimously.
Provide legal documents to the Federal Bankruptcy Court hearing (September 24)
expressing HOA’s support for the FOA as preferred buyer of the Golf Club’s
assets. Motion carried unanimously.
Pursue purchase of the Golf Club and subsequent joint venture operation of a
community club in partnership with Arnold Palmer Golf. This would include
revisions to CC&R’s and all other activities necessary for a homeowner vote. If the
vote is successful, the HOA would purchase the Golf Club from the FOA with a
target date of April, 2015. Motion carried unanimously.
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Instruct the Reserve Committee and Budget - Finance Committee to perform
analyses to fully detail the Reserve and Budget impact of a successful purchase of
the Golf Club and joint venture with APG. The projected cost of the study, subject
to a successful FOA bid for the golf club, would be $5,000. Motion carried
unanimously.
The ACHOA Board did not vote to go into business with the FOA but to purchase
the golf course from the FOA if it was the successful bidder in Bankruptcy court.
This purchase is subject to ACHOA members’ approval. The Bankruptcy Court
approved the FOA’s bid on September 26, 2014. The FOA closed escrow October
15, 2014. The FOA offered a “Business Deal” for the ACHOA Board and voting
members to seriously consider. A non-binding Letter of Intent for the Purchase of
Real Property was presented to the ACHOA community. At the November 19,
2014 Meeting, the ACHOA Board agreed to sign a Letter of Intent to purchase the
544.6 acres of land subject to ACHOA member approval.
The Letter of Intent, signed on December 5, 2014, was forwarded to all ACHOA
members for review. The ACHOA Board and ACCC are closely examining the
possibility of exercising the option to purchase the 544.6 acres from the FOA. If the
ACHOA membership votes for this purchase, there will be no ongoing business
relationship with the FOA once the purchase is completed. The Letter of Intent was
and is available on the ACHOA website.
In conclusion, the ACCC and ACHOA Board started its due diligence of the FOA in
June 2014. This process continues since the Letter of Intent allows the ACHOA to
get additional detailed information about the FOA leadership, management and
finances as the ACCC evaluates the “Business Deal”.
11. Isn’t knowing everything you can about who you may be doing business with
a basic business principle? Shouldn’t that be part of the due diligence the
members should expect from the board?
The ACCC and the ACHOA are now conducting the required due diligence to
evaluate the purchase of the 544.6 acres. The signed Letter of Intent by the
ACHOA Board with FOA allows for the free flow of information including the
operational cost and expenses of “The Club at ArrowCreek”. It will also include a
review of the assets and their potential impact to the ACHOA Reserve Fund and
an analysis of the 2015 FOA operating and capital expenditure budgets.
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The ACCC and the ACHOA are now in the final phase of negotiating the Letter of
Intent with Arnold Palmer Golf. Once this document has been agreed upon by the
parties, a similar due diligence process will be conducted concerning the
operational risks and rewards of the Joint Venture structure. This evaluation will
include a full vetting of the management team at Century Golf and Arnold Palmer
Management that will be involved in the Joint Venture being proposed.
The ACHOA Board understands its fiduciary responsibility to conduct a complete
and thorough process of due diligence and vetting of the business deal. The
ACHOA Board and ACCC have had several meetings with legal counsel,
accountants, and tax consultants concerning issues that require a complete
understanding of the related risks and impacts to ACHOA members. These
volunteers have donated thousands of hours in examining the business deal and
they will continue to do so.
All related Joint Venture pro-forma budgets and ACHOA pro-forma budgets will be
forwarded to the ACHOA members for their review. There will be no hidden costs
or expenses. The ACHOA members will have all this information before they vote.
12. At which board meetings were the various decisions made to support the
FOA in its bid for the club during the bankruptcy? Please identify the
meeting minutes that recap the details of these meetings?
On June 11th and 19th, respectively, the ACCC and the ACHOA Board of
Directors passed resolutions that unanimously accepted the ACCC
recommendations from this preliminary study. The resolutions required that the
ACHOA Board and the ACCC should bring forward to the ACHOA community for a
vote that 1) the ACHOA should control the land and therefore purchase the 544.6
acres of land to control its use forever, and 2) that the ACHOA should implement
the Community Club Operational Plan.
It was quickly determined that without an affirmative vote by 544 ACHOA members
of the community to purchase the property that the ACHOA could not purchase the
544.6 acres out of the Bankruptcy Court. Other options needed to be considered.
At the November 19, 2014 Board meeting, the ACHOA Board approved the
negotiation and signing of the Letters of Intent with the FOA and APG to conduct
the necessary due diligence needed to determine if the Business Deal makes
sense. The information from this due diligence process will be shared with ACHOA
members.
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13. When was the initial agreement between the HOA and the FOA that dictates
the HOA will make the FOA whole for all costs and fees paid since the bid
was awarded to them following the bankruptcy court decision plus 12%
interest? Who negotiated this agreement? During which board meeting was
this agreement approved? Which board members voted for and against?
Where can we see the minutes of those meetings?
The ArrowCreek Country Club (ACCC) community development committee
continued to have meetings after June 24, 2014 and during these meetings a due
diligence process was started concerning the potential owner of the golf course
FOA. The ACCC started to receive information about the FOA and the legal
counsel steps being taken in creating a limited liability company. During this period
of time the ACCC was informed about the FOA’s attempts to raise capital and the
required non-disclosure agreements that would be required. The ACCC was
informed that community meetings of potential investors would occur. The ACCC
was informed during this period that the FOA was developing a business plan and
independent pro-forma concerning the operation of the golf course. The ACCC
was told that APG would sign on as the Golf Course Management Company. The
ACCC was told that the business plan and pro-forma were required for filing a
competing bid. The ACCC was informed that the FOA had separate legal counsel
to provide guidance and advice with their bankruptcy filing.
The FOA shared information about their pro-forma to assist the ACCC in its own
analysis of the Joint Venture operation of the golf course. During this period of time
the FOA and ACCC shared information that assisted in the analysis of a future
business deal. During these discussions, the FOA shared some concepts that
might be considered in determining the sale price of the golf course if the FOA was
successful in its bid and it subsequently provided the ACHOA with an option to
purchase. The cost of capital and the returns necessary to intrigue investors in the
FOA was shared with the ACCC and the 12% per annum number was discussed.
The unknown at this time was whether the FOA would be successful in their
planned bid to purchase the course. All ACCC activities assumed that the FOA
would be successful so additional information continued to be shared during these
meetings but all parties agreed that the determination of all the components for
purchase would need to be negotiated only after the FOA was successful. There
was no signed agreement at this time and it was deferred and this was a decision
made by the ACCC.
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As is now known, the FOA, after organizing as a LLC and having developed a list
of like-minded investors in July 2014, presented in early August a contrary
proposal to the Bankruptcy Court than provided by Aspen Sierra. The proposal’s
intent was to bid for the golf course assets and that the FOA would provide to the
ACHOA an Option to Purchase the course. This information was included within
the August 26, 2014 presentation to the Board of Directors by the ACCC. The
presentation is available on the ACHOA website. The full structure of the Business
Deal as it stands in the current Letter of Intent was not flushed out since the FOA
had not won the bid and the actual costs were not known at this time. This was
acceptable to the ACHOA Board, ACCC and FOA at this time. There was no
agreement in place at this time.
The FOA was the successful bidder on September 26, 2014 for the golf course
assets. The escrow did not close until October 15, 2014. Once the escrow closed,
actual reliable numbers started to be developed to determine the purchase price
and its framework. The ACCC in negotiations with FOA started to develop the
framework for establishing the price that could be recommended for Board
approval. Many variations and options were reviewed and discussed during the
late October early November time period by the ACCC, ACHOA Board and FOA.
Letters of Intent were drafted by the ACHOA Board with legal counsel advice
during early November 2014. The FOA legal counsel also reviewed the language
in the document. The near final Letter of Intent was voted for by the ACHOA Board
of Directors at the November 19, 2014 Board Meeting. The Board minutes reflect
the approval of the resolutions, Subsequent negotiations between the ACHOA
Board and the FOA and each entities legal counsel ensued and the final Letter of
Intent was signed on December 5, 2014. The Letter of Intent was forwarded to all
ACHOA members and was available before the Annual Meeting December 9,
2014.
14. Somebody told me that there is a member of the FOA on Rich Kenny’s
committee. Does Mr. Kenny’s committee make recommendations to the
board about issues between the board and the FOA? If so, isn’t it a conflict
of interests having FOA people on the committee making recommendations
to the board on business that will be conducted between the board and
themselves?
At the beginning of the ArrowCreek Community Club Committee (ACCC) in March
2014, there were no FOA members since the FOA did not exist. There were three
current members of the Golf Club on the Committee – Tom Gurney, Gary Pestello,
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and Norm Reeder. All other members of the Committee were not members of the
Golf Club.
In July 2014 Gary Pestello and Tom Gurney, based upon the ACCC and ACHOA
Board resolutions, hired an attorney, registered a Limited Liability Company in
Nevada, titled the company the Friends of ArrowCreek LLC (FOA), developed a
prospectus, and started seeking like-minded investors within the ACHOA
community. The investors came forward and the capital was raised to allow the
FOA to out maneuver the Aspen Sierra investors to purchase the assets of the golf
club.
As of December 3, 2014, Gary Pestello and Tom Gurney are no longer involved
with the ACCC since the ACHOA and FOA are in discussions concerning the
Letter of Intent. The Business Deal requires separation and they have agreed to be
no longer involved. All conflicts of interest have been resolved.
15. Did the HOA Board approve the list of ACCC members that included FOA
members and on what date was that approval? In this vote, which board
members voted for and against approval?
No. When the ACCC was formed, there were only three (3) golf club members and
the rest were ACHOA members that did not belong to the club. There were no
FOA members on the committee, since the entity did not exist at this time. [Please
Note that eventually Mr. Pestello and Mr. Gurney became members of the FOA
L.L.C. in late July 2014.] The members of the ACCC were approved by the
ACHOA Board of Directors in the emergency Executive Session February 4, 2014
in response to the Bankruptcy filing by Aspen Sierra. All attending Board members
approved the changes to the Charter and membership.
The February 25, 2014 Board minutes reflect the first report concerning the charter
and the status on the Aspen Sierra Bankruptcy. The report was made by Rich
Kenny.
16. How much has been spent by the board between January and Sept. 24, 2014
for this project? From which 2014 budget category were these funds taken?
During which board meeting was the decision to use these funds approved?
As of October 31, 2014, the ACHOA Board has spent $29,047.59 for all of the
above services and other related Board required legal services (under Budget Line
Code 7020 Legal Services). This is available on the ACHOA website for your
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review as are all ACHOA statements. The 12-31-2014 Audited financials that will
be published in late February 2015 will true up any of these expenses.
The approval of legal expenditures occurred in the Emergency Executive Session
on February 4, 2014. The expenditures are coming from the approved budget line
item within the discretionary spending of the Board of Directors.
17. How much additional funding in the 2015 budget is being projected for all
costs associated with this initiative? Please specify the budget lines effected
and the amount differences?
The approved legal expense budget for 2015 is $23,000, the approved printing and
mailing expense budget is $21,000, and the approved auditing and tax services
expense budget is $15,000. Not all of these budgeted amounts may be spent for
the initiative. Additional vendor services as approved by the Board may be spent in
2015.
The approved 2015 budget is available for review on the web site. The ACHOA
Board and the Budget and Finance Committee review all expense categories
monthly to determine abnormal expenditures and what may be over budget.
The Board in January 2015 will review current planned expenditures, 2014 surplus
funds, and projected expenditures. After this review, a determination will be made
by the Board concerning any modifications to the 2015 budget for costs anticipated
concerning this initiative. At this time, that analysis has not been completed by the
ACCC and the Budget and Finance Committee.
18. What are the changes to the CCRs that have to be made in order for the HOA
to be allowed to do what the board is recommending? Don’t the Articles of
Incorporation have to be changed? If not, why not?
The Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws will need to be changed to reflect a “For
Profit” HOA as allowed under NRS 116 and State of Nevada Incorporation
Statutes. Draft Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws are being worked on by
ACHOA legal counsel and will be provided for all ACHOA members review.
The ArrowCreek Declaration of Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions (CC&R)
will need to be changed to reflect a “For Profit” HOA as per [Article XIII, Section 4,
Amendment] the Declaration. Changes include modifications that allow the
ACHOA to incur a debt after the vote of the ACHOA membership, the ownership of
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a “For Profit” entity like the proposed Joint Venture, and other needed changes.
Draft CC&Rs are being worked on by the ACHOA legal counsel and will be
provided for all ACHOA members review.
19. Does changing the CCRs have anything to do with the Club being able to sell
memberships outside of the ArrowCreek Community?
No. In the case the ArrowCreek Homeowners vote to approve all aspects of this
initiative to include becoming a partner in a Joint Venture with Arnold Palmer Golf
Management, the operations of the Community Club and the management of club
membership would be the responsibility of the Joint Venture.
20. In the CC&Rs, Declaration Article XII section 4 which states...."this
Declaration may be amended by an instrument signed by at least a majority
of the owners with voting power. “Does that actually mean people have to
sign the amendment? If so that certainly offends the secret ballot process.
Or does it mean that the Amendment can be signed by a person who
represents that a majority has voted for the amendment?
It means that a person counting ballots or on the Board must confirm that a
majority of owners voted in favor of the amendment (the latter)
Eva Segerblom, Partner
Maddox, Segerblom and Canepa, LLP
10587 Double R Blvd., Suite 100, Reno, Nevada 89521
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PRO’S

CON’S

PRO’S

1.

Why should I consider voting to approve the HOA Board’s recommended
plan of a purchasing the golf course?

2.

Why should the ACHOA go into a Joint Venture with the Arnold Palmer Golf
Management company?

3.

What will the non-golfing ArrowCreek homeowner get for the $100 dollar
increase in HOA fees?

4.

People talk about ArrowCreek being a Common Interest Community. What
does that mean? What are the purpose and benefits of a Common Interest
Community?

5.

Since the majority of ArrowCreek property owners are not golfers, how will
becoming owners of the golf course and partners with a golf management
company be a good thing for them?
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1.

Why should I consider voting to approve the HOA Board’s recommended
plan of a purchasing the golf course?
The original developer, Terrabrook/Southwest Point Associates, LLC, did not unite
the golf course with the HOA initially and this has resulted in antagonism between
people who are entitled to use the golf course property, club house and other
amenities of the course property and people who are not. Currently there are a
544.6 acres of property, a club house, maintenance buildings and other property to
which non-golf members have no access nor does the HOA have any access or
right to access. The purchase of the property would give the HOA the right to
control the property and not be subject to the whim of a third party owner. We
have seen the prior owner allow the deterioration of the club house, fail to properly
water the course, allow the kitchen to fail health inspections and engage in other
conduct which caused a festering mess to be in our community. By owning the
property, the HOA can insure this large amount of asset is properly managed.
Once the property is purchased, the HOA can determine what it wants to do with it.
The FOA purchased the property during the bankruptcy and immediately offered it
to the HOA along with an opportunity to have The Arnold Palmer golf group agree
to manage it and agree to manage and unite the HOA and the golf property into a
community club. The current negotiations are exploring ways to make the entire
property and development a unified, complete community. For example, the
following are be considered in these discussions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

symphonies on the green
providing pre-school and after-school drop offs
pickle ball courts
bocce ball courts
improved tennis facility utilization through classes, tournaments, covered
courts
coordinating travel opportunities
simple things such as coordinating airport drop off and pick up service
sledding snowshoeing, and cross-country skiing opportunities and hot
chocolate in the winter
organizing hiking and access to the national forest that abuts the community

The thoughts are to survey the community and see what needs and suggestions
the community has. Currently there are groups who ride motorcycles, play bridge,
knit, perform yoga, tai kwon do, and other people want to engage in other activities
which would be encouraged and facilitated by the Arnold Palmer group’s expertise.
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The Arnold Palmer group has expressed optimism in this community plan and they
are willing to enter into negotiations to form a joint venture for the community club
operation. This is still pending on the structure and costs. This includes the
residence center (potential expansion is being discussed if warranted). For a more
complete list of possibilities see the answer to question 3. below.
In short this option presents the ACHOA with the opportunity to control the huge
block of property in our midst and, through skilled management, operate all of the
community to unite it and enhance the experience of living at Arrow Creek.
2.

Why should the ACHOA go into a Joint Venture with the Arnold Palmer Golf
Management company?
See question 1. above. Most of this is still being negotiated. Finally agreed upon
items will be made public to the community as soon as possible thereafter. The
answers to these questions will also be updated at that time.
Additionally, it is important to understand what the Arnold Palmer Golf (APG) is
bringing to this option. APG owns and manages a large number of golf courses.
When APG purchases anything, it buys in bulk and in quantities far greater than
the operator of one golf course would ever buy. This manner of purchasing results
in incredible bulk discounts that benefit all of the company’s facilities. For example,
if the ACHOA were in a Joint Venture with APG and the golf courses required
fertilizer, not only would the Joint Venture be able to obtain said fertilizer through
APG at a significant discount, but the HOA could also purchase that fertilizer from
APG for the rest of the community’s needs at considerable savings. Today, when
the HOA has to purchase products of this nature landscaping, it has to pay the
going retail price. Over time this could result in significant savings to the HOA
annual budget.

3.

What will the non-golfing ArrowCreek homeowner get for the $100 dollar
increase in HOA fees?
See question 1. above. Most of this is still being negotiated. Finally agreed upon
items will be made public to the community as soon as possible thereafter. The
answers to these questions will also be updated at that time.

4.

People talk about ArrowCreek being a Common Interest Community. What
does that mean? What are the purpose and benefits of a Common Interest
Community?
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The answer to these questions is best answered in a point paper submitted to the
ACHOA Board by an ArrowCreek homeowner. Please click here to see this paper.
5.

Since the majority of ArrowCreek property owners are not golfers, how will
becoming owners of the golf course and partners with a golf management
company be a good thing for them?
See question 1. above. The final list of amenities available to non-golfers is still
being negotiated and will be made available as soon as it is finalized. The answers
to these questions will also be updated at that time. There will be a dues structure
such that golf members will pay more than non-golf members.
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CON’S
1.

My husband and I are regular users of the exercise facilities at the
ArrowCreek Residents Club. We have concerns about the impact of extra
people using the facilities. At present, there is only one reclining bike. There
regularly are people waiting to use this piece of equipment.
Also there is only one shower and inadequate bench space in the women's
locker/bath room. (Other shower is across the pool and inconvenient.) Men's
facilities are marginal, also.
I did not see the impact on the Resident's Club addressed in the proposal. As
non-golfers, we would like to see this issue addressed. Please address in
the golf club proposal and respond to my e-mail.

2.

Doesn’t a substantial increase in HOA monthly fees by $100 with no cap for
future increases make us less desirable to future buyers and their lenders?

3.

Isn’t the potential buyer pool reduced to primarily those that are financially
well off, avid golfers, when learning of high dues in order to support resident
golf course ownership?

4.

Isn’t it possible that rental property owners here in AC may be forced to sell
if their rental rates are unable to adjust sufficiently high enough to cover
increased HOA fees, adding to downward pressure on home values?

5.

Continuing drought conditions in the Truckee Meadows are likely to lead to
higher water costs for the AC Golf Course, and its potential owner (the HOA).
Higher operating costs will have to be covered meaning more dues increases
on the horizon. Without a cap on HOA fees, won’t this mean more fee
increases?

6.

Insurance rates are continuously increasing. Won’t this lead to increased
HOA fees?
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7.

Won’t all capital improvements required for the golf club result in higher
HOA fees?

8.

Would our money not be better spent by improving our landscaping,
investing into the Residents’ Center, supporting community activities, and
getting the most for the money we already are paying?

9.

If we vote for the purchase and the Joint Venture, will anyone who buys a
golf membership have free access to the Residents’ Club and all of its
facilities?

10. Purchasing and operating the golf course is a wildly speculative
“investment” that most lot owners did not “sign up for” when they bought
homes here. “Who would invest their money in a dying industry?”
11. Wouldn’t ACHOA member homes become collateral for any mortgage taken
by the HOA to buy the golf courses and the ACHOA member could lose their
home?
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1.

My husband and I are regular users of the exercise facilities at the
ArrowCreek Residents Club. We have concerns about the impact of extra
people using the facilities. At present, there is only one reclining bike. There
regularly are people waiting to use this piece of equipment.
Also there is only one shower and inadequate bench space in the women's
locker/bath room. (Other shower is across the pool and inconvenient.) Men's
facilities are marginal, also.
I did not see the impact on the Resident's Club addressed in the proposal. As
non-golfers, we would like to see this issue addressed. Please address in
the golf club proposal and respond to my e-mail.
Currently, the ACHOA has no plans to expand the exercise facilities at the
ArrowCreek Residents Club. The only plans at this time for current exercise facility
equipment are included within the replacement schedule in the ACHOA Reserve
Fund. There are no ACHOA Capital Project plans to modify shower facilities at this
time, although it may be considered as part of the modification to the kitchen
canteen that is planned for 2015 under the Capital Projects Budget. Otherwise,
these would be projects for future ACHOA budgets.
Possible expansion of the current exercise facility has been discussed during the
current negotiations with Arnold Palmer Golf (APG). These discussions are very
preliminary and would require agreement between the ACHOA and APG to fund
the remodeling/expansion expense either from additional investment or the profits
of the joint venture.
With regards to the reclining bike being a popular piece of equipment, we do not
think that an additional bike could be added given the limited space available.
However, we will ask staff to monitor equipment usage. If some other piece of
equipment is under-utilized, then the ACHOA could consider replacing that
equipment with an additional reclining bike.
If the ACHOA votes to purchase “The Club at ArrowCreek” and votes for the Joint
Venture model for operation of “The Club At ArrowCreek”, the operation plan will
include the lease of the ArrowCreek Resident’s Club to the Joint Venture as part of
the Community Club concept. There are many hurdles to overcome before
finalized plans can be provided including agreement with the JV partner APG.
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As additional information is developed through negotiations with APG, the
Communications Committee will update the community. Please visit the ACHOA
web-site and come to the Board/Town Hall meetings for updates
2.

Doesn’t a substantial increase in HOA monthly fees by $100 with no cap for
future increases make us less desirable to future buyers and their lenders?
Currently two economists are being hired to evaluate the impact of the golf course
on property values. The ACCC is discussing another such contract for consultation
regarding the impacts of increasing the HOA assessment and the results will be
made available as soon as the evaluation is complete.

3.

Isn’t the potential buyer pool reduced to primarily those that are financially
well off, avid golfers, when learning of high dues in order to support resident
golf course ownership?
As stated in 2 above a contract for a study of this is being discussed. It is
anticipated that the community club concept will replace the current paradigm in
which the club is owned by a third party, separating the club and its amenities from
the HOA. This new direction will benefit owners and increase the desirability of
living in ArrowCreek. Some people do not realize that as the club has been
operated, the golf course is separate and inaccessible to non-golfers. By unifying
the two it is thought that livability and value here will be substantially improved for
all homeowners..

4.

Isn’t it possible that rental property owners here in AC may be forced to sell
if their rental rates are unable to adjust sufficiently high enough to cover
increased HOA fees, adding to downward pressure on home values?
Tenants will have the same rights as owners so it is thought that this will actually
enhance rentability. Also the land lord has to manage his/her property.
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5.

Continuing drought conditions in the Truckee Meadows are likely to lead to
higher water costs for the AC Golf Course, and its potential owner (the HOA).
Won’t these higher operating costs have to be covered by more HOA dues
increases?
Because all water used for irrigating the golf course and landscaped portions of the
ArrowCreek community is recycled, unpotable waste water, drought conditions are
not the determining factor in the cost for that water. Changes in water fees will
primarily be determined by inflation and costs of operations at the Washoe County
waste water management facility.

6.

Insurance rates are continuously increasing. Won’t this lead to increased
HOA fees?
The costs of all types of insurance is ever increasing. Arnold Palmer Golf (APG)
owns and/or manages a large number of golf courses, all with insurance of varying
types and coverage. If the ACHOA were to go into a Joint Venture with APG, the
Joint Venture would be able to take advantage of significant discounts in insurance
premiums that APG would bring to the partnership.
In addition, the purchase of the 544.6 acres will allow the ACHOA to start and
complete a full fuels management program within the community to lower the
probability of a significant wildfire. This will make the area more desirable for
insurance underwriters that are always concerned about wildfire areas. It will also
support the firefighting plan for the Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District
(TMFPD) to fight fire in place and use the golf course sprinkler system and green
areas as fire breaks.

7.

Won’t all capital improvements required for the golf club result in higher
HOA fees?
The ACCC is in preliminary negotiations with APG to complete the “Letter of Intent”
and develop a draft Five Year Prof Forma for negotiating purposes. The Five Year
Pro Forma will initially provide a best estimate of the resources required to operate
the golf courses successfully. This information will be compared with the operating
information provided to the ACHOA Board and ACCC under the FOA Letter of
Intent. It is anticipated that the revenues and expenses will be conservative based
upon similar APG managed properties within their system.
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The due diligence being conducted by the ACCC and the ACHOA Board of
Directors under the approved and signed Letter of Intent with the FOA, has allowed
the ACHOA’s independent Reserve Study vendor Browning Reserve Group to
evaluate the assets in the proposed acquisition of “The Club at ArrowCreek.” The
Browning Reserve Group “Independent Reserve Study” is designed to provide a
complete evaluation of the asset replacement schedule and needed Reserve
Expenditures or capital improvements over time. The Expenditure Forecast in the
study will provide 1) current estimated replacement costs, 2) useful life of the
asset, and 3) the estimate remaining life of the asset. It will provide for ACHOA
member evaluation the total cash reserves necessary to repair, replace, restore
and maintain each major asset. It will also provide the necessary information
concerning proper funding levels as per the Nevada Revised Statute.
The actual monthly cost of this study is being paid for by the ACHOA at a cost of
$7,500. The resulting report will establish a monthly assessment value for each lot
within the ACHOA. This annual aggregate amount is being negotiated with APG to
be paid as an expense of the Joint Venture and not be paid by the ACHOA
members. This is still pending at this time.
In addition, the ACCC, ACHOA Board and APG are currently negotiating the
revenues and expenses necessary to operate “The Club at ArrowCreek” if the
ACHOA members approve the acquisition and operation. A five year pro-forma of
all capital expenditures and normal operating expenses required to operate the
Community Club successfully will be provided to the ACHOA members for their
review. The negotiations will include a confirmation of the methodology necessary
for approving any capital calls because of operating losses by the Joint Venture
Management Team. The negotiations will include a prescribed methodology for
budget development that coincides with the ACHOA Annual Budget process. This
Joint Venture Pro Forma Budget will be one of two budgets that will be provided to
the ACHOA members for their review.
A separate ACHOA budget will also be developed and provided to the ACHOA
members based upon the information provided in the Joint Venture Pro Forma.
This budget will become the basis for the ACHOA monthly assessments if the
ACHOA members approve the acquisition and operation of “The Club at
ArrowCreek.” Any monthly assessments that will be required to cover normal
operating costs of the ACHOA, Reserve Fund costs, Capital Project Costs, and
Community Club costs will be negotiated with the Joint Venture partner APG and
the ACHOA Board of Directors.
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Of course it is possible that unexpected capital needs will be found in the future
which could result in a need for more funding from the ACHOA. However, with
proper due diligence and research with one of the largest and best Community
Club Managers in the nation, the ACHOA members should be provided the
greatest assurance that all capital needs have been considered and they are
conservatively included within the five year pro forma budget documents that all
will be receiving.
8.

Would our money not be better spent by improving our landscaping,
investing into the Residents’ Center, supporting community activities, and
getting the most for the money we already are paying?
The 2015 ACHOA monthly assessments are adequate to cover all landscape and
resident center expenses. The expenses for a social director and costs for special
recreational or community activities are not included in the 2015 budget. The
ACHOA members have not provided any specific requests for special recreational
or community activities but the Board will entertain such plans in the 2016 budget
process. The specific costs are unknown for this specific activity.
If the ACHOA members approve the acquisition and operation of the Joint Venture,
any increased monthly assessment will be directed for specific expenses not
related to landscaping, fuels management, and replacement costs for the
Residents Center. ACHOA common area landscaping is an operational and
reserve fund expense of the ACHOA and is not related to the ownership and
operation of “The Club at ArrowCreek.” Any landscaping expenditures for the “The
Club at ArrowCreek” will be an expense of the Joint Venture.
The ACHOA has an annual operating budget for landscape maintenance and the
adding of additional landscape as planned each year consistent with the County
approved landscape plan for the ACHOA. In addition, the ACHOA Reserve Fund
carries the replacement value of the $3,000,000 inventory in landscape plants,
shrubbery and trees. Every year there is an additional plan to replace dying or
dead trees covered under the ACHOA Reserve Fund. 2015 ACHOA member
monthly assessments currently include budgeted landscape activities for both
operating fund and reserve fund activities.
The ACHOA Board did not receive any requests to add or delete landscape from
the 2015 landscape plans from any ACHOA members during the 2015 Budget
process. The Board would accept any suggestions or changes to the landscape
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plan that are compliant with the Washoe County approved high desert, low water
requirements under the ACHOA landscape plan.
During 2015, the ACHOA Board of Directors will be coordinating and expending
the $130,000 for fuels management within the common areas owned by the
ACHOA. This activity is separate from any staff directed landscape work planned
in 2015 operating and reserve budget. This activity is also separate from any Joint
Venture expenditures for fuel management activity on the 544.6 acres of land. This
expenditure will only occur if the ACHOA members approve the acquisition and/or
operation of “The Club at ArrowCreek.” Please go to the ACHOA website to review
the 2015 operating budget, reserve budget, and fuels management budget.
The 2015 approved and ratified budget includes designated approved Capital
Projects which does include the Residents Center. The only expenditures
approved in the 2015 Capital Projects Budget based upon ACHOA member
requests are as follows:




Park Benches of $3,500
Kitchen Equipment and Plumbing Retrofit for the Residents Center to support
canteen operation of $95,000
Electronic Sign at the Front Gate of $40,000

The total budget of $138,500 is planned for 2015. The Board will entertain any
capital expenditure requests from ACHOA members for the 2016 Budget.
In addition, there will be certain exercise facility equipment within the Resident
Center that will be replaced as per the analysis of the outside vendor from the
Reserve Fund. The planned expense is for exercise equipment will be $13,325. In
addition, the following reserve fund expenditures are planned for the Residents
Center area:







Miscellaneous furnishings $21,466
Pool Fencing repairs $3,321
Emergency Lighting $1,077
Painting and Staining $1,098
Pool and Spa Expenses $106,428
Tennis Court resurfacing of $143,500

The 2015 total approved budget Reserve Fund expenses for the Residents Center
will be $288,025. The Reserve Fund replacement plan for the Residents Center
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complies with the NRS requirements. The Board will always entertain any changes
to the replacement plan and those recommendations will be shared with the
Reserve Committee for the 2016 Reserve Study.
If the ACHOA members approve the acquisition and operation of “The Club At
ArrowCreek” as a Joint Venture, one of the proposed operational plans includes
that the Residents Center would be leased to the Joint Venture. The Joint Venture
would operate and pay the operating expenses of the Residents Center. Therefore,
the operating expenses would be removed from the ACHOA Operating Budget
reducing monthly assessments. However, the Reserve Fund Expenses for the
Residents Center remain with the ACHOA.
9.

If we vote for the purchase and the Joint Venture, will anyone who buys a
golf membership have free access to the Residents’ Club and all of its
facilities?
Basically, yes. It is anticipated that such use by golf members from outside
ArrowCreek will be made available. Expansion of the pool and residence center is
being contemplated and can be made as needed.

10. Purchasing and operating the golf course is a wildly speculative
“investment” that most lot owners did not “sign up for” when they bought
homes here. “Who would invest their money in a dying industry?”
The ArrowCreek Homeowners Association, Inc, has always been marketed and
sold as a golf course community by the realtors and developers selling lots and
homes within the ACHOA. All ACHOA members purchased with the knowledge
that we had 544.6 acres of golf property within the community. It was clearly stated
in the land use documents, tile insurance policies, and CC&Rs that each ACHOA
member received when they closed on their homes or lots within ACHOA. The
original purchase of each ACHOA member’s home within a Common Interest
Community like ACHOA was not a speculative investment. All ACHOA members
anticipated appreciation in the value of their home while living within the ACHOA
community with all that it offers including the golf courses.
The independent study being ordered by the ACHOA will go far in addressing the
value that a golf course brings or does not bring to the value of ACHOA homes.
This will be an important component of addressing whether the purchase of The
Club at ArrowCreek is or is not a “wildly speculative investment”. More information
is pending and will be forwarded when received.
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11. Wouldn’t ACHOA member homes become collateral for any mortgage taken
by the HOA to buy the golf courses and the ACHOA member could lose their
home?
No. If the ACHOA members vote to purchase the 544.6 acres, the current
operating plan is to purchase through a loan and not using the tax authority
allowed under the NRS known as special assessment. Currently the ACHOA
Board and ACCC are negotiating with the banks and all agreed that there will be
no collateral pledge of ACHOA assets or ACHOA member assets for the loan.
NRS 116.3112 has specific rules concerning the Conveyance or encumbrance of
ACHOA common elements and as such banks are not interested in the limitations
provided by the statute. All lending will be based upon the ability of the ACHOA to
pay back the debt which is based upon the ability of the ACHOA in the Nevada
Revised Statutes and the ACHOA CC&Rs to trigger a special assessment. It is
anticipated in the Pro Forma documents that the need for a special assessment
will not be needed and the cost of the loan can be funded through normal monthly
assessments.
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THE FRIENDS OF ARROWCREEK, LLC AND
THE CLUB AT ARROWCREE K
1.

Who are the Friends of ArrowCreek?

2.

When Aspen Sierra went bankrupt, what happened to the old ArrowCreek
Golf Club memberships?

3.

What exactly did the FOA "acquire" when they purchased the club? The old
club memberships from Aspen Sierra or just the golf property?

4.

Are there actual members of the new "Club at ArrowCreek"?

5.

If so, are they all new members that have paid money to become members of
the "new" club? Or, are they the old members from ArrowCreek Golf Club?

6.

I'm confused when I read in the Nov 4th letter to residents, "The Club at
ArrowCreek and its Members are inviting the residents of ArrowCreek to
have dinner on Saturday nights for the foreseeable future."

7.

What is FOA's current role as owner of the club?

8.

Does the FOA have a plan in case the ACHOA members do not pass a vote to
acquire the "club property"?

9.

Can the current Golf Course if owned by other than the FOA and/or ACHOA
have its zoning changed and infill construction would be allowed? Are there
any special procedures the ACHOA members will have to follow pursuant to
the ACHOA governing documents?
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1.

Who are the Friends of ArrowCreek?
The FOA is a group of 36 ArrowCreek homeowners who joined together in an LLC,
committing $2.25 million to purchase the golf course, fund capital improvements
and pay operating expenses for the Golf Club after it entered bankruptcy. Per the
8/16/14 corporate files registration of the FOA, LLC with the Nevada Secretary of
State, the following agents and officers are listed as a matter of public record. The
FOA has decided not to release names and addresses of the remaining members.
The ACHOA Board and its committees cannot request such information for
publication as homeowners have requested.







2.

Registered Agent: Rew R. Goodenow
Manager – Tom Gurnee
Manager – Alan E Humphrey
Manager – Gary W Pestello
Manager – Joseph Petite
Manager – Mark Wimbush

When Aspen Sierra went bankrupt, what happened to the old ArrowCreek
Golf Club memberships?
All membership contracts in the ArrowCreek Country Club were eliminated by the
bankruptcy court on 7/24/14. Most of the members continued to pay dues and
enjoyed their privileges in good faith.

3.

What exactly did the FOA "acquire" when they purchased the club? The old
club memberships from Aspen Sierra or just the golf property?
The FOA acquired the assets of Aspen Sierra Leasing LLC which is the Club and
courses. 544.6 acres of land in the middle of ArrowCreek Homeowners Association
are under the control of FOA. No members were acquired. The FOA also was
required to negotiate with the debtors under the Aspen Sierra Bankruptcy.

4.

Are there actual members of the new "Club at ArrowCreek"?
There are many members of the renamed Club. Old & new, both Full Family
Benefits and Social Memberships. Arnold Palmer Golf (APG) was hired to manage
the Club. The new General Manager started in December 2014 and will direct
many of the critical management functions of the club.

5.

If so, are they all new members that have paid money to become members of
the "new" club? Or, are they the old members from ArrowCreek Golf Club?
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As stated above, both old and new. There is no initiation fee and no longer a food
and beverage minimum for the restaurants. Full Family Memberships are $475 per
month and Social memberships are $95 per month currently under the operations
of the Club at ArrowCreek. This may change over time and as the ACHOA
considers the purchase and operation of the Club at ArrowCreek.
6.

I'm confused when I read in the Nov 4th letter to residents, "The Club at
ArrowCreek and its Members are inviting the residents of ArrowCreek to
have dinner on Saturday nights for the foreseeable future."
It is what is said. The club has invited all residents of ArrowCreek to have dinner
and experience the Club on Saturday nights. The ACHOA residents must make
dinner reservations and may pay with their own credit cards or cash for their
dinners.

7.

What is FOA's current role as owner of the club?
The FOA owns the Club and has hired APG to run the golf and club house
operations. The FOA has agreed to offer the ACHOA a limited time “Option to
Purchase” the Club at ArrowCreek. The “Option to Purchase” ends May 31, 2015,
contingent upon the ACHOA members pursuing a “Ballot Initiative” to approve or
not approve such purchase.
The ACHOA Board at its November 17, 2014 Board Meeting agreed to sign a nonbinding Letter of Intent to complete the proper due diligence of such a purchase to
submit to the ACHOA members for their approval through a “Ballot Initiative”.
The FOA is working with the ACHOA to accommodate the due diligence process
and to allow the ACHOA community the opportunity to control its own destiny
concerning the management of the 544.6 acres of land in the center of the
ACHOA. The FOA will assist in providing all necessary information to make this
important community decision. The FOA believes that the ACHOA should own the
Club at ArrowCreek and its property.

8.

Does the FOA have a plan in case the ACHOA members do not pass a vote to
acquire the "club property"?
The FOA does have a contingency plan. FOA purchased the property to protect
the property values of our ArrowCreek community and bring the community
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together. If the ACHOA community votes No, then the FOA will have to consider all
options to protect the investors that stepped up to protect our property values.
Please remember that the ACHOA Board of Directors and the ACHOA members
could not move fast enough to offer a plan to take the ArrowCreek Country Club
out of Bankruptcy. The FOA acted as the bridge to get control of the Club at
ArrowCreek.
The FOA believes that had it not acted, there was a good chance the courses
would have gone back to desert (Brown) or reverted to Bankruptcy again with the
same Aspen Sierra ownership.
The FOA intention is to operate a 36-hole golf course with APG. However, the
FOA, L.L.C does owe a duty to its investors and sometime in the future, it may
exercise the option to sell the course to other investors at which time the ACHOA
may want to purchase at a substantially higher cost.
9.

Can the current Golf Course if owned by other than the FOA and/or ACHOA
have its zoning changed and infill construction would be allowed? Are there
any special procedures the ACHOA members will have to follow pursuant to
the ACHOA governing documents?
The ACHOA Board of Directors received a legal opinion addressing this specific
issue. A current owner or future owner can file an application for rezoning at any
time with Washoe County. The application for the regulatory zone amendment is
available at the following link:
http://www.washoecounty.us/comdev/applications/applications_fy2013_14/develop
ment_applications.htm
Once the application has been completed and filed with the Community Services
Department Planning and Development Division, the application will be forwarded
to the Planning Commissioners.
There will be multiple hearings before the Planning Commissioners and the
Washoe Board of Commissioners. If the rezoning is controversial, this process of
approval can be extended in order for the Commissioners to do the necessary
research. This process will include many opportunities for public input.
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There does not appear to be anything in the ACHOA governing documents
concerning zoning or rezoning within the ACHOA. The only mention of zoning
within the current ACHOA CC&R’s resides in Section 26. Subdivision and Land
Use and Section 2. Business or Commercial Uses. However, these sections do
not affect the ability of an owner of the Club at ArrowCreek to file and seek such a
re-zoning. The only way to control any attempt to re-zone the golf course acreage
is for the ACHOA to own the title to the land.
There is also a belief in legal circles that Washoe County cannot use the zoning
laws to require a private property owner to keep their land as open space or
otherwise require that the land have no economic viable use. (Special use permits
may require a percentage of open space but that is only in exchange for approval
of development) Thus, if “The Club at ArrowCreek” cannot afford to operate all 36
holes, it is believed that the property owner would have the right to develop for any
other use certain portions of the property. Single family homes consistent with
existing development could most likely be that other use as is currently happening
at D ‘Andrea.
There are a myriad of encumbrances on the golf course property with respect to
legal and administrative open space requirements established by multiple local and
federal agencies as well as archaeological restrictions. Consequently, it can be
assumed that the application process to rezone this property would be long and
arduous. Whether or not such an application would be approved cannot be
speculated.
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Arrow Creek Community Interest Development
Thoughts and Considerations in Value Added Resident Amenities
By Jim Verhey 1223 Kachina Court 852-7550
11/25/14
Arrow Creek is at a juncture point in the definition of its purpose, its mission and its continued
success.
Here are a few of my thoughts on the matter of defining the purpose and mission of
ArrowCreek to represent a community of residents with a wide variety of interests and
perspectives.
Purpose and Benefits of Common Interest Communities:
Security of residents and property
Enhancement and protection of asset values
Sharing in the cost of mutual community services
Group purchasing of mutual community service costs
Close control of common service delivery quality and cost through capable and accountable
management
Establishment of a culture and sense of Community
Facilitation of resident affinity groupings
Creation and support of value added lifestyle amenities to community resident affinity
groupings

Lifestyle Community Services and Amenities
Recreation: Golf, Bocce Ball teams &tournaments, Walking –hiking, Music, Billiards, Ping-Pong,
Cycling, Cross country skiing, Racquetball, Basketball, Bird watching, target shooting,
snowmobiling camping, others
Lifelong Learning: Field trips, computer skills, individual healthcare management strategies,
cooking-culinary, pie making ,outdoor excursions, lectures on travel-unusual experiences-
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interesting skills, open flame Dutch oven cooking, book discussion groups, sign language,
community services& economic development, organization innovation and development, beer
making and moon shining, entrepreneurship ,woodworking, painting, arts and crafts,
calligraphy, photography, gardening, pottery, blacksmithing-welding, writing, time
management, history, survival preparation, others
Community Talent Volunteer Services: consulting to nonprofits, new venture startup
consulting, city and County cost control and accountability advisory services, public school
teaching augmentation, afterschool mentoring, student personal skills development, college
prep mentoring, trade school mentoring, others.
Arrow Creek Resident Angie's list:
Experience with Plumbers, Electricians, Auto Mechanics, Auto Body Shops, Painters, Roofers,
Handyman Services, Appliance Repair, Out-Of-Town services: mail forwarding, house checking,
others

Homeowners Association Services Additions
Fee-based RV storage on remote vacant obscured common area land
Community based discount Contracts for airport taxi transport, travel discounts, RV rental
discounts, etc.

Homeowners Association Management
development of a community service issues reporting hotline and feedback system for sprinkler
system water leaks, construction issues, others
development or acquisition of a set of key community management standards and
measurements to augment management of service quality and costs

Homeowners Association Action Plan
acquire/develop H0A management standards and measures
develop resident hotline and feedback system for community issues
develop a demographic report on ArrowCreek resident attributes and interests
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identify role of residence club staff in service enhancement
establish a development plan for community based services to correspond with resident
interests
facilitate establishment of community affinity groupings
create community volunteer talent bank
publicize /market affinity group activities
etc.
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The Friends of ArrowCreek, LLC are honored to be asked to share some information
with the ACHOA Community Members about our goals and plans for "The Club At
ArrowCreek" as the new owners. To start our story, we need to share some recent
history. When Aspen Sierra filed for Bankruptcy in January of 2014 many ACHOA
members became concerned about the impact this Bankruptcy action would have on
the property values within the ACHOA community. Several of these ACHOA community
members and eventually members of the Friends of ArrowCreek LLC approached the
ACHOA Board of Directors to discuss their concerns. The Board of Directors agreed
that this was a serious issue that impacted all members of the ACHOA.
The Board tasked the ArrowCreek Community Club Advisory Committee (ACCC) to
study the impact and determine options that might be pursued. The Board appointed
ACHOA community volunteers to serve on the ACCC along with designated Board
members. These eight volunteers after a five (5) month study reviewed numerous
options from doing nothing to purchasing the property out of bankruptcy. However any
ACHOA purchase option would requ ire a vote of the ACHOA members. Under the
assumption that the land was purchased by the ACHOA, the ACCC reviewed operating
options concerning the 544.6 acres: (1) operate as a brown common area with related
costs, (2) operate as a green common area with related costs, (3) operate as a leased
property operated as a golf course with all operating losses absorbed 100% by the
ACHOA members, or (4) operate as a joint venture partnership that potentially could
cap operating losses and operate as a "Community Club."
On June 11 th and 19th, the ACCC and the ACHOA Board of Directors respectively
passed resolutions that unanimously accepted the ACCC recommendations from this
preliminary study. The resolutions required that the ACHOA Board and the ACCC
should bring forward to the ACHOA community for a vote that (1) the ACHOA should
control the land and therefore purchase the 544.6 acres of land to control its use
forever, and (2) that the ACHOA should implement the Community Club Operational
Plan. It was quickly determined that without an affirmative vote by 544 ACHOA
members of the community to purchase the property that the ACHOA cou ld not
purchase the 544.6 acres out of the Bankruptcy Court. Other options needed to be
considered.
The original concerned ACHOA community members based upon the ACCC and
ACHOA Board resolutions hired an attorney, registered a Limited Liability Company in
Nevada, titled the company the Friends of ArrowCreek LLC (FOA) , developed a
prospectus, and started seeking like-minded investors within the ACHOA community.
The investors came forward and the capital was raised to allow the FOA to out
maneuver the Aspen Sierra investors to purchase the assets of the golf club. The clear
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O P.EN LETTER TO ACHOA BOARD AND
OMMUNlTY MEMBERS
initial goal of the FOA members was to become the vehicle for the short term ownership
of the asset. The FOA operating plan included offering a limited option to the ACHOA to
purchase the asset after an affirming vote of the ACHOA members. The second goal of
the FOA was to eliminate an oversight back to 1999 where the golf course should have
been always under the control of the ACHOA. The third goal was to allow the ACHOA to
build a true Community Club that brought the community together and protect current
and future property values. The FOA believes that the best solution to protect property
values within the ACHOA community is for the ACHOA to own the asset
The FOA was successful in their bid at the Bankruptcy court and they closed escrow on
October 15, 2014. The FOA owns the golf courses and currently operates the golf
courses with a management agreement with Century Golf Partners/Arnold Palmer Golf
Management. The FOA was not established to own the golf courses for an extended
period of time. The investors will need to be protected as in any business deal and that
is being accomplished under the current management.
The FOA has come forward now and offered a "Business Deal" that the ACHOA Board
and ACHOA community members need to seriously consider. After reviewing the
"Business Deal" from the FOA, the ACCC recommended that the Board of Directors
negotiate a non-binding "Letter of Intent to Purchase The Club At ArrowCreek" with the
FOA. The Board passed such a resolution on November 17, 2014 to negotiate and sign
a "Letter of Intent". This letter of intent will allow the ACCC and Board to conduct a
complete due diligence of the purchase option. All developed due diligence information
will be forwarded to the ACHOA community members prior to taking any vote.
The Option to Purchase Business Deal has a time line. The option requires that the
ACHOA community members must have commenced their vote process by May 31 ,
2015, If the vote process has not been started the option can and will be cancelled on
that date. However, if the HOA does not purchase the club then we must act to protect
the interests of our investors which could result in sale of the club to outside investors,
partial closure of the golf courses or other alternatives.

Gary W . Pestello
& Tom Gurney
Managing members of the Friends of ArrowCreek, LLC
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